Mentra
A neurodiversity employment platform
Tapping into the potential of neurodivergent college students and helping them find employment success

What is Mentra?
Mentra is a job search platform specially designed for neurodivergent job seekers with autism, ADHD, dyslexia, and other neurological differences. Mentra addresses the barriers these job seekers sometimes face as a result of their cognitive differences during the recruitment, application, and interview processes.

How does Mentra work for neurodivergent job seekers?
Candidates sign up and complete a 30-45 minute onboarding process.
A Candidate Profile is instantly generated, highlighting natural talents and skills.
Candidates are matched with jobs that meet their individual needs.
Mentra provides mentorship & guidance to support job readiness.

With one job application – access to hundreds of jobs
Mentra takes some stress out of the job search for candidates by automatically matching their Candidate Profile to jobs that most align with their strengths and needs.
Next Steps:

We encourage our neurodivergent students interested in identifying employment opportunities with companies specifically pursuing neurodiverse talent to sign up and create their Candidate Profile.

Find your school’s sign up link (www.mentra.me/university-council)

1. Students can complete the sign up form
2. Follow prompts to begin completing your Candidate Profile
3. Check back in with Mentra regularly to view recommended jobs

Optional additional steps:

1. Attend optional virtual "office hours" for help completing your Candidate Profile
2. Receive 1-1 support from Mentra to add a video resume and work samples to your profile

Begin "matching" with internships and jobs!

For support or questions, contact: info@mentra.me